The AIC Learning Management System (LMS) allows you to assign online and instructor-led courses to employees based on location, department, job title, or job function. Administrators can create instructor led classes, generate sign in sheets, and print certificates of completion as well as choose from a prebuilt list of over 160 SCORM conformant online safety training courses in both English and Spanish. You also have the ability to build your own custom training courses using your own content or third party hosted content. Online training course compliance is enforced through automated escalation alert notifications sent both to the responsible individual as well as any applicable supervisors or managers. Check for understanding during interactive courses by using quizzes built into the course or give a final comprehensive exam to check for knowledge retention. Option to set custom answer formats such as True/False or multiple choice, then set the passing score, and control the number of times quizzes can be taken. Using the training matrix, Supervisors and Managers can get an overview of where all their employees stand and assign additional training at the click of a button. Stay up to date on your training status with our new dashboards! We are proud to offer brand new training content as well as alerts and we will continue to introduce more new content in the near future.